
In the matter of: 

No: EDN-H (2) (6)1-18/2022(A)-Court Case 
Directorate of Elementary Education, 
Lalpani-Shimla-1 Himachal Pradesh. 
Dated Shimla-171001 the October. 2022 

ORDER  

CWP No: 6480/2022-Kamal Kishore. TGT (Arts) Vs. State of Himachal Pradesh 
(Regarding Transfer). 

Sh. Kamal Kishore, TGT(Arts) has filed CWP No. 6480/2022-before the Hontle 

High Court of H.P. regarding transfer from GMS Neri u/c GSSS Sandhole . Distt. Mandi. The case was 

listed on 15.09.2022, when the same has been disposed of with the following orders :- 

The respondent to decide the representation of the petitioner dated 10.08.2022 

(Annexure P-3) within a time bound period and to issue the transfer order of the petitioner from the 
present place to one of the stations as mentioned in Para -4 of the writ petition. 

For compliance, to come up on 12.10.2022. 

In compliance to the aforesaid orders passed by the Hontle High Court of 

Himactial Pradesh, the representation filed by the petitioner was perused wherein the petitioner i.e Sh. 

Kemal Kishore. TGT(Arts) stated that he is 50% physically disable and a post kidney transplant patient. 
He is also suffering from Rt. Hip avascular nacrosis (Rt.Hip AVN Patient) and under treatment from PGI 

Chandigarh. He has requested that due to health problem he may kindly be transferred from GMS Neri 
u/c GSSS Sandhole, Distt.Mandi to GSSS Nabahi, against vacancy, being caused due to retirement on 

31.10.22 / GSSS Sadhot/ GSSS Meramasit, against vacancy/ GSSS Pain, against vacancy, being 

caused due to retirement of present incumbent on 30.11.2022. 

From the perusal of record, it is found that Sh. Kemal Kishore. TGT(Art) is 

working in GMS Neri u/c GSSS Sandhole, Distt.Mandi since 31.08.2021 on regular basis from the 
promotion promotion of JBT. At present post of TGT(Arts) is not lying vacant in the above mentioned schools. One 
post of TGT(Arts) is going to be vacant at GSSS Pain, Distt.Mandi, being caused due to retirement of 

present incumbent on 30.11.2022. Keeping in view the position stated above, representation of 

petitioner i.e Sh.Kamal Kishore, TGT(Arts) is considered sympathetically and he is hereby transferred 
from GMS Neri u/c GSSS Sandhole, Distt.Mandi to GSSS Pain, Distt.Mandi. against vacancy, being 

caused due to retirement of present incumbent on 30.11.2022, without TTA/JT, on medical grounds. The 
incumbent will join after superannuation of present incumbent i.e after 30.11.2022. The representation of 
the petitioner is disposed of accordingly. 

DIRECTOR 
Elementary Education 
Himachal Pradesh, Shimla 

Endst No.Even dated, Shimla-1, the October. 2022 
Copy to the following for information and necessary action please:- 
1. The District Attorney (Edu) Dte. of Ele. Edu. w. r t. CWP No, 6480/2022. 
2. The Deputy Director of Elementary Education. Mandhi, H.P. 
3. The Principal GSSS Sandhole/ GSSS Pain, Distt.Mandi, H.P. 

Kama! Kishore, TGT (Arts) GMS Neri u/c GSSS Sandhole. Distt.Mandi. H.P. 
The Nodal Officer (IT) internal, Directorate of Elementary Education Shimla. 

6. The Guard file. 
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DIRECTOR 
Elementary Education 
Himachal Pradesh. Shimla 
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